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Service Specification 

 
Introduction 

Mentees are guided and instructed on the best practices in pursuing purpose, manifesting 
visions and actualizing to succeed.  Mentoring is used to assist the individual make sound 
decisions thus not mandating nor guarantee success. Achieving goals is the purpose of the 
mentor relationship; to address stagnation in not being able to achieve or grow. The success of 

the mentee in achieving goals is solely on the mentee (client).     

 
 

Services offered 

Mentoring services require a 12 month commitment to create and develop a blueprint to your 

success; mentoring sessions are conducted weekly, check-ins are conducted weekly, action 
plans are provided after every mentoring session, Stay Motivated Hand-Workbook is the 
mentee’s mental training in organizing thoughts in exploring, discovering, reflecting and 
realizing self.   Soft-ware apps are use to measure progress and stay on track, meetings are 
conducted via zoom in teaching and understanding business elements and properties. 
 
Nichole Singleton, Master Coach will guide, instruct and motivate your actualization, with many 

years of experience in Corporate America and as an entrepreneur since 1997 she is well 
equipped and knowledgeable about the mechanics and elements of a successful businesses 
from small to large; start to finish. Possessing her Bachelors from University of Phoenix and a 
Masters from Touro College along with her extensive background makes her a well-rounded 
mentor with natural born leadership skills.  
 
 

 

Fees, payments, and service terms 

Mentoring is $499.00 yearly. Monthly payment options is available with a non-refundable set-up 
fee to offer & set-up monthly payment services.  
 

Payment Plan Set-up Fee:  $129.00 
First Month Payment:         $ 39.99 
Total:                              $168.00 Due at sign-up 
 
 
***Special services are not included in mentoring requiring much time, attention, energy and 
expertise for example I do not build websites but I can as a result I provide the mechanics of a 
powerful website and DIY skills. Please see “Program Agreement” for details.   
 

Total service 
payment 

Fees Service 
term 

Payment schedule Primary contact at Stay 
Motivated, DBA 

$499 39.99 12 Monthly Nichole Singleton 
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Accurate information 

Nichole Singleton, Master Coach is a member of several professional associations lending to her 
accessibility of resources and knowledge.  Information transcribed from third-party affiliates, 
associates and even mentees are protected by law and is spelled out in the “Program 
Agreement.” 
 
 
 

Privacy statement 

All information is protected under the United States Privacy Law. Please see details in the 
Program Agreement. 

 
 

Ownership 

Nichole Singleton, Master Mentor, Founder and CEO own all rights to the models, framework 
and organization of techniques and methods used to achieve goals. Nichole Singleton is the 
owner of, and not limited to all designs, art, videos, graphics, pictures and audio pertaining to 
Stay Motivated, DBA, and TheGr8Motivator, Inc and all of its enterprises “Elevated Mindset, 

DBA and Presentable Resumes, DBA”   
 
Such ownership is protected under the Intellectual Property Laws of the United States. Please 
see program agreement for details.  
 
 
 

Disclaimer 

Mentoring is a relationship that requires respect, communication and attention to be successful. 
Our services add value, mental organization and structure, the best direction or course to take, 
and personal and professional development in achieving goals; however, it is totally up to the 
client. 

We qualify all mentees and reserve the right to be subjective. Membership is not based on 
discrimination of color, gender, religion, and or disability.   

***Special services are not included in mentoring that require much time, attention, energy 
and expertise in such as I do no build websites but I can. I know the mechanics of a powerful 
website. Please see “Program Agreement” for details.   

 

If you have any questions or concerns about services and or products; please contact our 
resolution department at:  

www.resolve@thegr8motivator.com 

http://www.resolve@thegr8motivator.com
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If you have a legal issue; please contact our legal representatives at:  

Feldman, Kramer & Monaco 

(800) 506-2444 ID: 10145535786 

*Please make sure you include the ID# 

 
 

Indemnity 

Nichole Singleton, TheGr8Motivator, TheGr8Motivator, Inc; its enterprises “Elevated Mindset, 
DBA or Presentable Resumes, DBA “is not responsible for the success or failures of mentee’s life 
or vision. It is a mentorship that guides and instruct; information, resources and connections 
used are solely on the mentee as the responsibility of the mentee; outcomes and results are 
not guaranteed and shall not be held as such. 

 


